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Brand new Book. Unleash the power of Apache Oozie to create and manage your big data and
machine learning pipelines in one goAbout This Book* Teaches you everything you need to know to
get started with Apache Oozie from scratch and manage your data pipelines effortlessly* Learn to
write data ingestion workflows with the help of real-life examples from the author's own personal
experience* Embed Spark jobs to run your machine learning models on top of HadoopWho This
Book Is ForIf you are an expert Hadoop user who wants to use Apache Oozie to handle workflows
efficiently, this book is for you. This book will be handy to anyone who is familiar with the basics of
Hadoop and wants to automate data and machine learning pipelines.What You Will Learn* Install
and configure Oozie from source code on your Hadoop cluster* Dive into the world of Oozie with
Java MapReduce jobs* Schedule Hive ETL and data ingestion jobs* Import data from a database
through Sqoop jobs in HDFS* Create and process data pipelines with Pig, hive scripts as per
business requirements.* Run machine learning Spark jobs on Hadoop* Create quick...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard
It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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